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NEGA-FILES NEGA-FILES NEGA-FILES NEGA-FILES for Negative, Print and Microscope Slide & 35mm (2”x2”) Slide Storagefor Negative, Print and Microscope Slide & 35mm (2”x2”) Slide Storagefor Negative, Print and Microscope Slide & 35mm (2”x2”) Slide Storagefor Negative, Print and Microscope Slide & 35mm (2”x2”) Slide Storage

NEGA-FILES are a crafted wooden modular storage system enabling you to design your storage to suit your needs and provide furni-

ture quality appearance. Can be bench or floor mounted and is fully expandable and stackable. The system accepts many sizes of neg-

atives and prints and each NEGA-FILE unit is fashioned from solid, seasoned hardwood and finished in a lustrous natural tone. The

frames and drawer fronts are solid mahogany, lock corner or rabbet joint construction and the hardware appointments include brass

plated box corners and sturdy escutcheon pins for the neat stacking of one on another. There are also brass plated combination drawer

pulls and card holders. Each unit is 13¼” wide x 18” long (33.65 x 45.7cm).

These units are immune to fungus attack and are thus ideal for film microscope slide or 35mm slide storage. Automatic ‘stops’ prevent

drawers from being completely opened without an extra downward motion. Cabinet locks furnished on special order.

Units for EM Negatives and PrintsUnits for EM Negatives and PrintsUnits for EM Negatives and PrintsUnits for EM Negatives and Prints

NEGA-FILE for 70mm Negatives and Prints
A sectional file accepting up to 3000 - 70mm negs. and prints. Can take 3000 - 2¾” x 3¾”

glassine envelopes or transparent acetate sleeves. S168/A and S168/G include index

guides and follower blocks to keep contents upright at all times . Unit is 5” high (12.7cm).

S168 NEGA-FILE for 70mm negs and prints file only

S168/A NEGA-FILE as above but including 3000 acetate sleeves

S168/G NEGA-FILE as above but including 3000 glassine sleeves

NEGA-FILE for 4” x 5” Negatives and Prints
A single drawer two compartment section accommodating up to 1500 - 4” x 5” negs and

prints. Can take 1500 glassine envelopes or transparent acetate sleeves. S169/A and

S169/G include index and guides. The unit is 6½” high (16½cm).

S169 NEGA-FILE for 4” x 5” negs and prints file only

S169/A NEGA-FILE as above but including 1500 acetate sleeves

S169/G NEGA-FILE as above but including 1500 glassine sleeves

NEGA-FILE for 3¼” x 4” Negatives and Prints
A single drawer two compartment section accommodating up to 1800 negatives and

prints. Can take 1800 printed glassine envelopes or transparent acetate sleeves. S170/A

and S170/G include index and guides. The unit is 6½” high (16½cm).

S170 NEGA-FILE for 3¼” x 4” negs and prints file only

S170/A NEGA-FILE as above but including 1800 acetate sleeves

S170/G NEGA-FILE as above but including 1800 glassine sleeves

Units for Light Microscope SlidesUnits for Light Microscope SlidesUnits for Light Microscope SlidesUnits for Light Microscope Slides

NEGA-FILE for 76 x 26mm microscope slides - sectional
This unit accommodates 250 microscope slides in numbered slots. A removable index is

provided. The unit is 3½” high (8.9cm).

S171 NEGA-FILE for microscope slides

NEGA-FILE for 76 x 26mm Microscope Slides
Accommodates approx. 1200 microscope slides - non-slotted. 3½” high (8.9cm).

S172 NEGA-FILE for 1200 microscope slides non-slotted

NEGA-FILE Base UnitNEGA-FILE Base UnitNEGA-FILE Base UnitNEGA-FILE Base Unit

A strong wooden base unit to support any of the above modules in any order as a free

standing stack. Solid wood  finished to match the drawer units and will remain serviceable

and attractive for years. The unit is 6½” high (16½cm).

S173 NEGA-FILE base unit

Units for 35mm SlidesUnits for 35mm SlidesUnits for 35mm SlidesUnits for 35mm Slides

Accommodates 250 2” x 2” mounted slides or 750 cardboard mounts.

S373 35mm NEGA-FILE all slots individually numbered

S374 Visible guides for above. Identifies each 2” x 2” slide without removal pk 100

S374


